
GRAPHICAL MODELS, WITH POTENTIAL AS/GS SYNERGIES

Drawing on Algebraic and Geometric Statistics respectively, two recent research
projects have been seeking, in their own contexts, to

expose the implicit/hidden inferential impact of modelling assumptions:

(1) Among others, Jim Smith and Piotr Zwiernik have been exploring the in-
ferential e�ects of varying the conditional independence statements - or,
rather, assumptions - together comprising a Graphical Model

(2) Frank Critchley, Paul Marriott, Paul Vos and Karim Anaya-Izquierdo have
been exploring the inferential e�ects of varying modelling assumptions,
within a Computational Information Geometry framework.

The question naturally arises as to how best to identify and develop potential
synergies between these projects, briey reviewed below, possibilities including:
(a) use the extended multinomial model framework of (2) to, potentially,

provide distributions for diagnostic test statistics being developed in (1)
(b) exploring the potential for developing the approximate cut tool of (2) to

examine (approximate) factorisations on the likelihood implicit in graphical models.

1. Graphical Models

Graphical models form a family of statistical models which code various condi-
tional independence (CI) statements in a compact way (see [7]). A graphical model
is given by a random vector X and a graph G = (V;E). The nodes of G represent
random variables in the vector and edges give some information about indepen-
dence. There are various di�erent types of graphical models. In the most classical
undirected graph model a missing edge between i; j 2 V corresponds to the condi-
tional independence statement Xi ?? Xj jX n fXi; Xjg. Recently, perhaps the most
well studied class of graphical models is the Bayesian Network (BN). These have
been central to the development of probabilisitic expert systems. They have also
been the framework - propagated especially by Judea Pearl - that at the moment
best explains complex causal structures in high dimensional problems.
Once graphical modellers turned their minds to inferential issues, where the pa-

rameters of statistical graphical models needed to be estimated, it was noted that
- at least for �nite discrete problems, or parameterised families of graphical models
- functions of the corresponding likelihoods could often be de�ned by particular
families of rational functions. In particular, when all the variables in the system
are observed, graphical models exhibit a useful modularity and the correspond-
ing geometry was therefore straightforward and very elegant. In particular, if the
de�ning graph was decomposable, it was possible to estimate all the conditional
probabilities that parametrise such models, maximum likelihood estimates being
simple sample proportions, while the conjugate Bayesian analysis was straightfor-
ward (see e.g. [13]). This was reected in the beauty of the underlying geometry
of these model classes.
However, in many of the current applications, it is common for many variables

in a statistical model not to be observable directly, but only implicitly. In the
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vernacular, such graphical models are said to have some of their nodes hidden or
systematically missing. In this case, the associated geometry of graphical models
is much richer and more interesting. Indeed, the graph itself is not nearly such a
powerful summary. For example, unlike the full sampling case, the number of levels
in some of the variables in the problem (here, the hidden ones) had an absolutely
critical impact on the geometry of the model class; and hence, for example, on the
extent and nature of unidenti�ability of the system; and hence on the properties of
di�erent inferential techniques. Such information is never represented in graphical
models.Typically, for example,

� there are no closed form formulae for the maximum likelihood estimators,
� the likelihood function has many optima, and
� models are not always identi�ed.

In addition, many of the techniques developed for regular models do not apply (see
[15, Section 1.2]). Na��ve techniques based only on the graph therefore then start to
fail, and a good understanding of the underlying geometry is absolutely critical to
a proper appreciation of learning about the model class from data (see [3], [5]).
There are various issues which may be addressed using computational algebraic

geometry. Recently, some progress has been made in the analysis of identi�ability
of graphical models with hidden variables. A large part of this work is based on
resurrecting an old theorem of Joseph Kruskal [6] (see [1] for the most general
treatment). This work gives very general conditions to assure that a model is
generically identi�able. In certain cases, a more detailed analysis of identi�ability
is available (see [14], [17]).
Some e�ort has also been put into understanding the semi-algebraic structure

of graphical models with hidden variables ([10], [11], [9], [16]). In statistical terms
this would complement the identi�ability issue. It appears that a key point is to
embed the model being analysed in the space of its moments, rather than of raw
probabilities (see also [2], [4]). In a recent paper, [17], we showed that there exists
an embedding of tree models with hidden variables having very nice properties. The
new coordinates, called tree cumulants, are based on moments and their de�nition
resembles the combinatorial de�nition of cumulants. The de�nition of cumulants
involves the poset of set partitions of a �nite set ([8], [12]), whereas the de�nition
of tree cumulants uses the poset of partitions of a �nite set (of leaves) induced by
removing edges of a tree.

2. Computational Information Geometry for Statistical Science

Computational Information Geometry for Statistical Science provides an opera-
tional vehicle for, in particular:
(a) sensitivity analysis and
(b) opening up - and extending - practically important, powerful results from

classical information geometry to the mainstream user.
It does this by, respectively:
(a) working in `a universal space of all possible models', allowing the geome-

try to determine the limits of empirical knowledge, following the principle of `learn
what you can; explore what you can't'
(b) removing the requirement of having �rst to become uent in the language

of di�erential geometry, which had locked away these results behind notational and
conceptual bars.
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Computational Information Geometry (CIG) has been shown through a broad
range of important examples to be both operational and practically useful. The
associated general theory develops classical information geometry so as to apply
to new mathematical structures. Finiteness is essential in building an operational
computational framework. Given certain choices about it, computational informa-
tion geometry encompasses and extends both (i) classical information geometry and
(ii) the convex geometry behind Lindsay's (1995) approach to inference in mixture
models, opening up new approaches to the hard inferential problems found in the
latter context.
Illustrative examples include mixture models, curved exponential families and

examples, such as the generalised extreme value distributions, falling outside the
standard regularity conditions of classical information geometry. Work in progress
is targeting applications of CIG to generalised linear models, the workhorse of much
of applied statistics.
Future developments include developing links to non- and semi-parametric infer-

ence. In particular, to empirical likelihood, estimating equation, quasi-likelihood,
bootstrap and maximum entropy methods.
Further details are given in three attached talks (CIG1.pdf - CIG3.pdf).
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